
     Timing myself accurately and properly      Searching for context clues

     Being more careful and efficient      Finding the most specific answer when just being asked a question

     Better timing and/or pacing      Nailing the comma questions by using FLIP

     Sounding it out in my head      Being more efficient with grammar rules

     Picking the shortest, most specific answer      Other:

Passage I Passage II Passage IV

At what DATE AND TIME are you
taking this practice test?

Where are you taking this practice test? 
Is it quiet? Are you focused?

During Your Practice Test

Before Taking Your Practice Test

Passage III

Is there anything you could have done differently leading up to this test and during this test to score higher? Please provide details.

Besides specific problems, do you have any questions that you would like your tutor to address during your next session?

This form was completed both honestly and thoroughly.

Parent/Guardian Signature Student Signature

After Your Practice Test
How do you feel you scored on this test? Circle one.

HIGHER THAN USUAL                            ABOUT THE SAME                            LOWER THAN USUAL

Were there any outside distractions impacting your focus
during this practice test? Please provide details.

Did you take this test in one sitting?
If not, please provide details.

TO THE EXACT SECOND, how much time did it take you to complete this practice test?

          While prepping for this test, I went back and reviewed my previous tests and handouts to really understand the
          mistakes I made and which strategies I could have applied to get the questions right the first time.

Which strategies and approaches do your tutor want you to focus on applying for this practice test? Check all that apply.

Your timing and approach to each practice test is the foundation for improving your score. 
Time yourself accurately. Work efficiently. Be careful. Good luck.

To the exact second, please record how much time you have remaining after completing each passage.

WRITING/LANGUAGE PRACTICE TEST STUDENT INFORMATION
Please completely fill out this log sheet. Your honesty will provide us with valuable information to better help you reach your goals.

STUDENT NAME TEST #


































